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Abstract: Analysis and realization of a microstrip-based

planar ultra-wideband (UWB) filter with integrated multi-

ple notch elimination property and simultaneously

extended upper stopband is proposed. Initially, a UWB

filter based on back-to-back microstrip-to-CPW technol-

ogy is designed. Later, multiple spiral defected ground

structures (DGS) are embedded to obtain multiple pass-

band notches. Further, double equilateral U (DEU)-type

DGS are used to improve upon the rejection level in upper

stopband. The multiple passband notches are results of

embedded spiral-shaped DGS (SDGS), while extended

upper stopband is the outcome of suppressed higher-

order spurious harmonics. The flexible dual-attenuation

poles of DEU-shaped DGS suppress the stopband harmo-

nics and widen the stopband. An approximate lumped

equivalent circuit model of the proposed filter is

modelled. The filter is compact and its layout measures

25.26 mm � 11.01 mm. The measured result is in good

agreement with the full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simu-

lation and circuit simulation.

Keywords: double equilateral-U (DEU), extended stop-
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1 Introduction

The emission mask (–75 mW/MHz) imposed by the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) on ultra-

wideband (UWB) systems prevents them from being

source of interference to other in-band wireless services

[1]. However, these in-band radio services like WLAN,

C band, X band, etc. being high-energy transmitters at

their frequency of operation act as intentional radiators,

thereby causing significant interference to the UWB sys-

tems. In order to circumvent this problem UWB filters

with integrated band notch property became necessary.

Necessity invoked exhaustive amount of research and

development in the design and modelling of UWB filters

with interference proof property [2]–[7].

Single narrow notched band is created by embedding

parasitic coupled line to the UWB bandpass filter (BPF)

[2] and by loading the input feed-lines with stepped

impedance microstrip stub [3]. The notch in [2] is function

of parasitic coupled line dimensions, whereas stepped

impedance microstrip stub introduces its first transmis-

sion zero at 5.5 GHz in [3]. UWB filter with dual notch

bands using asymmetric coupling strip is reported in [4]

and a simplified composite right/left-handed (SCRLH)

resonator-based UWB filter generates dual notches in

[5]. The structure in [4] provides multiple paths for signal

flow, which enables it to generate multiple transmission

zeroes, whereas the SCRLH is equivalent to two shunt-

connected series LC resonance circuit which generates

the dual notch. A dual notched band UWB filter with

two electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure is reported

in [6]. A UWB filter with triple notched band using triple

mode stepped impedance resonator is reported in [7].

Here the triple mode resonator is equivalent to three

shunt-connected series LC resonance circuit which gen-

erates the triple notch. Another triple notched band UWB

filter on an E-shaped multiple mode resonator (MMR)

with three parallel U-shaped defected microstrip slots is

reported in [8]. However, none of the above shows sig-

nificant stopband extension.

Here we propose a microstrip-based UWB filter with

triple notched band and simultaneously extended upper

stopband. In this research we have chosen the back-to-

back microstrip-to-CPW [9]-based UWB filter because of

its inherent strong coupling, smooth passband response

and good selectivity. Later, multiple defected ground

structures (DGS) are embedded to the UWB filter so as

to obtain triple passband notch and simultaneously

extended upper stopband. Spiral-shaped DGS (SDGS)

generate the passband notch. The notch frequency posi-

tion is function of SDGS profile dimension, whereas notch

bandwidth and notch number are related to SDGS cas-

cading. Extended stopband is obtained by suppressing
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the spurious harmonics using the dual flexible attenua-

tion poles of the double equilateral-U (DEU)-shaped DGS

[10]. The proposed UWB filter is designed using the com-

mercial, full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulation soft-

ware, IE3D, and is fabricated on substrate RT/Duroid

6010 of dielectric constant 10.8 and height 0.635 mm.

2 Design of UWB filter

The design methodology of the proposed filter is based on

back-to-back microstrip-to-CPW technique [9], wherein the

microstrip lines on the top are coupled to the CPW-based

MMR on the ground via a common dielectric layer, as

shown in Figure 1. The open circuited MMR, shown in

Figure 2(a), has wide and narrow arms of impedance Z1,

Z2 and corresponding electrical length 2θ1, θ2, respectively.

In order to cover the entire UWB band, three quasi-equally

spaced resonant frequencies, namely, at 4, 6.55 and 9 GHz,

respectively, are selected. The electrical lengths θ1 and θ2

are then calculated from the admittance function of the

MMR structure at resonance. In this case the optimized

values obtained are Z1 = 19 Ω, Z2 = 38 Ω and θ1 = 117°, θ2 =

78°. The equivalent transmission line topology of this

MMR consists of three cascaded sections as depicted in

Figure 2(b).

For a general transmission line of electrical length θ,

characteristic admittance Y0 and terminated with load

admittance YL, the input admittance Yin at the left end

looking into the right is given by [11]:

Yin ¼ Y0
YL þ jY0 tan θ

Y0 þ jYL tan θ

� �

ð1Þ

When the load is open circuited, i.e. YL = 0, eq. (1)

reduces to

Yin ¼ jY0 tan θ ð2Þ

From Figure 2(b), the admittance Ya can hence be

written as

Ya ¼ jY2 tan θ2 ð3Þ

Following eq. (1), admittance Yb, at centre, can be

written as,

Figure 1: The proposed UWB filter. Microstrip lines on the top plane and ground plane at the bottom. The ground plane has three non-

equidimensional SDGS units of equal width w and non-equidimensional lengths, x1, x2, x3, equally spaced distance d apart on the MMR.

DEU-DGS [9] units at either ends are of variable lengths L1, L2 and L3 with equal horizontal and vertical widths w1 and w2, respectively. Dark

shade is conductor and white shade etched part. All dimensions in mm.

Figure 2: (a) Topology of the MMR for the proposed filter. Wide arm

of characteristic impedance and electrical length Z1 = 19 Ω and θ1 =

117°, respectively, while narrow arm has characteristic impedance

and electrical length Z2 = 38 Ω and, θ2 = 78°, respectively.

(b) Equivalent transmission line model of the MMR.
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Yb ¼ jY1
tan θ2 þ Rz tan 2θ1
Rz � tan 2θ1 tan θ2

� �

ð4Þ

where Rz is the ratio of two characteristic admittances

corresponding to the two different width of the transmis-

sion line sections, i.e. RZ = Y1/Y2.
Similarly Yin can be written as:

Yin ¼ Y2
Yb þ jY2 tan θ2
Y2 þ jYb tan θ2

� �

ð5Þ

¼ jY2
Rz tan θ2 þ Rz tan 2θ1ð Þþ tan θ2 Rz � tan 2θ1 tan θ2ð Þ

Rz � tan 2θ1 tan θ2ð Þ�Rz tan θ2 þ Rz tan 2θ1ð Þ tan θ2

� �

ð6Þ

After simplification eq. (6) reduces to

Yin ¼ jY2
2ðRz tan θ1þ tan θ2ÞðRz�tan θ1 tan θ2Þ

Rzð1�tan2
θ1Þð1� tan2

θ2Þ�2ð1þ Rz
2Þ tan θ1 tan θ2

ð7Þ

At resonance Yin = 0, therefore eq. (7) reduces to

Rz tan θ1 þ tan θ2 ¼ 0 ð8Þ

Rz � tan θ1 tan θ2 ¼ 0 ð9Þ

For the chosen MMR, θ1 = 1.5.θ2 and θ2 = θ (say), therefore

eqs (8) and (9) reduce to

Rz tan 1:5θð Þ þ tan θ ¼ 0 ð10Þ

Rz � tan 1:5θð Þ tan θ ¼ 0 ð11Þ

Solving the above equations using analytical method

yields

θðf1Þ¼2tan�1
4Rz þ 6ð Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Rz þ 6ð Þ2 � 4Rz 3Rz þ 2ð Þ
q

2 3Rz þ 2ð Þ

8

<

:

9

=

;

1=2

ð12Þ

θðf2Þ¼2tan�1
4Rz þ 6ð Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Rz þ 6ð Þ2 � 4Rz 3Rz þ 2ð Þ
q

2Rz

8

<

:

9

=

;

1=2

ð13Þ

θðf3Þ ¼ 2π ð14Þ

The normalized frequencies are given by

f2

f1
¼

2tan�1
4Rz þ 6ð Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Rz þ 6ð Þ2 � 4Rz 3Rz þ 2ð Þ
q

2Rz

8

<

:

9

=

;

1=2

2tan�1
4Rz þ 6ð Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Rz þ 6ð Þ2 � 4Rz 3Rz þ 2ð Þ
q

2 3Rz þ 2ð Þ

8

<

:

9

=

;

1=2

ð15Þ

f3

f1
¼

2π

2tan�1
4Rz þ 6ð Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Rz þ 6ð Þ2 � 4Rz 3Rz þ 2ð Þ
q

2 3Rz þ 2ð Þ

8

<

:

9

=

;

1=2

ð16Þ

Figure 3(a) plots these normalized frequencies against Rz. It

is observed from the figure that as Rz increases the first two

resonances move close to each other and they are simulta-

neously excited to generate an UWB. Thus it can be inferred

that the position of resonances and therefore the width of

passband of UWB can be controlled by varying Rz.

For the chosen MMR a variable x is considered and is

defined as

x ¼
θ2

θ2 þ θ1
ð17Þ

Figure 3: Resonant spectrum of only the MMR for (a) θ1 = 1.5θ2 and

(b) Rz = 2.
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Equations [10] and [11] can therefore be expressed as:

Rz tan θ1 þ tan
x

1� x
θ1 ¼ 0 ð18Þ

Rz � tan θ1 tan
x

1� x
θ1 ¼ 0 ð19Þ

Solving eqs [18] and [19] provides us with odd and even

mode resonant frequencies, 4, 6.55 and 9 GHz, respectively.

For the proposed UWB filter with Rz = 2, the normalized

resonant frequencies are plotted against variable x, as shown

in Figure 3(b). It is seen from Figure 3(b) that for θ2 = 0.666θ1
(i.e. x = 0.4), the three resonant frequencies (4, 6.55 and 9

GHz) are positioned reasonably close and approximately

equidistant from each other. These resonant modes are

then simultaneously excited so as to attain the requisite

UWB passband in the proposed filter. The denominator of

eq. (7) generates inband harmonics which when added up

with the fundamental harmonics (zeroes of numerator of

eq. (7)) produce the entire UWB band. Additionally, zeros

of denominator obtained from eq. (21) depicts the presence of

spurious harmonics in the upper stopband.

Having optimally modelled the MMR, the next step

involves optimizing the microstrip-to-CPW transition. The

transition consists of upper microstrip conductor electri-

cally coupled to the MMR-based CPW via the common

dielectric, as shown in Figure 4(a). The filter structure is

symmetric. In the corresponding figure the left half of the

coupling transition between the microstrip line on the top

and the coplanar MMR on the bottom is only shown. This

capacitive coupling is characterized by an equivalent uni-

fied J-inverter network [12] depicted in Figure 4(b). The

J-inverter admittance represents the capacitive coupling

extent. In order to achieve maximum coupling at the

central UWB frequency, lengths of coupled lines are opti-

mized close to λg/4. This tight EM coupling of the transi-

tion reduces the parasitic radiation loss [9]. The resonance

response of the MMR alone can be achieved when there is

no coupling present between the MMR in the ground plane

and microstrip lines on top plane. This kind of coupling is

referred here “weak coupling”. To realize a practical UWB

filter this MMR is required to be coupled strongly and

efficiently to microstrip lines on the top plane. This sort

of coupling is termed here as “tight coupling”. The com-

parative frequency response for both the weak and tight

coupling cases is displayed in Figure 4(c).

3 Notched band implementation

A controllable notch in passband, which is helpful in

circumventing frequency selective in-band interference

from other devices, is generated by implementing SDGS

unit on the MMR. The resonant frequency of the notch is,

f0 = 1/(2 � π � √(L � C)), where L and C are inductance

and capacitance, respectively.

The dimensions of UWB filter designed in Section 2

are kept constant throughout the paper. The MMR with Z1

¼ 19 Ω, Z2 ¼ 38 Ω and θ1 ¼ 117°, θ2 ¼ 78° has an SDGS unit

of maximum possible width (w ¼ 2.3 mm) and variable

finger length x, implemented at its centre, as shown in the

inset of Figure 5(a). Maximum width of SDGS is considered

in order to achieve maximum controllability of the pass-

band notch. The notch resonant frequency is function of

finger length x. From Figure 5(a) it is seen that on increas-

ing x value, the resonant frequency is lowered due to the

increase in effective L and C.

The transmission phase characteristics (angle of S21)

of the UWB filter is shown in Figure 5(b). Compared to the

UWB filter without SDGS unit, the SDGS etched filter

response shows faster and slower phase variations

below and above the notch resonant frequency [13].

The reason for this is when:

(1) f < f0; 2πfL < 1/(2πfC), i.e. the inductive reactance

is less than capacitive reactance and hence current

traverses the path of less resistance around the

SDGS leading to increase of effective inductance,

thus leading to faster phase variation.

(2) For f > f0; 2πfL > 1/(2πfC), i.e. the inductive reac-

tance is more than capacitive reactance and hence

current travelling the path of less resistance moves

across the SDGS causing the charge to accumulate

at the slots leading to increase of effective capaci-

tance, which in turn leads to slower phase variation.

(3) And when f = f0; 2πf0L = 1/(2πf0C), jumping occurs

at resonance.

To increase the bandwidth of the notch, multiple equi-

dimensional SDGS units are cascaded on the MMR. The

increase in notch bandwidth is due to the increased EM

coupling among the SDGS units when placed close to

each other. Whereas increasing the distance between

the SDGS units reduces the notch bandwidth due to

weak EM coupling. Figure 6(a) depicts the notch band-

width variation when three equidimensional SDGS units

are placed equal distance d apart. Table 1 shows the

comparative notch width variation due to d, for two

and three equidimensional SDGS units on the MMR.

Multiple passband interferences can be eliminated

by embedding non-equidimensional SDGS units on

the MMR.

Figure 6(b) depicts dual-controllable notches when

two non-equidimensional SDGS units are cascaded on the
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MMR. Similarly, cascading three non-equidimensional

SDGS units at equal distances generate controllable triple

narrow notches as shown in Figure 6(c). It is seen from

Figure 6(b) and (c) that on increasing the finger lengths

the multiple notches move towards the lower end of UWB

passband while reducing the finger length causes them to

shift towards higher end of UWB spectrum.

4 Extended upper stopband

Presence of higher order stopband harmonics is one of

the major disadvantages of MMR-based UWB filters. In

order to extend the upper stopband attenuation poles

need to be placed at these spurious harmonic points. In

order to improve the stopband level and its width many

Figure 4: (a) Illustration of left half of the coupling transition between the microstrip line on the top and the coplanar MMR on the bottom.

(b) Equivalent J-inverter network for the capacitive coupling transition. Z01 and Z02 are characteristic impedance of feeding lines. ZOMS and

ZOCPW are characteristic impedances of microstrip line and CPW respectively. (c) Frequency response for weak and tight coupling.
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types of DGSs are initially considered. A comparative

result on performance of different DGSs found in Figure 5

of [10] is observed and DEU-DGS is chosen in this manu-

script for its better rejection level and wider bandwidth

[10]. Unlike the conventional DGSs, which generate single

attenuation pole, the DEU-DGS unit generates dual flexible

attenuation poles, thereby increasing the degree of freedom

in design. Ting et al. [10] showed that DEU-DGS unit places

two finite attenuation poles at two different frequencies,

with almost no change in characteristics of other frequen-

cies. Positioning of these poles is function of the DEU-DGS

geometry.

In DEU-DGS [10], with slots vertical length (L1, L2)

fixed, on increasing the horizontal section width of U

slots (w1), both the attenuation poles are pulled to

lower frequencies while both are shifted to higher fre-

quencies when the width of the vertical sections of the U

slots (w2) is increased. With widths (w1, w2) of U slot

fixed, it is observed that the lower attenuation pole can

be regulated by adjusting longer slot length L2 while

higher pole can be regulated by adjusting shorter slot

length L1.

The back-to-back microstrip-to-CPW-based UWB filter

without DEU-DGS units depicts spurious harmonics at

13.89 and 17.7 GHz. The dimensional parameters of the

DEU-DGS units are optimized to generate two attenuation

poles at those spurious harmonics. The final optimized

dimensions of the DEU-DGS: w1 ¼ 0.2, w2 ¼ 0.5, L1 ¼

0.96, L2 ¼ 2 and L3 ¼ 1.6 mm, respectively, when applied

to the UWB filter structure suppresses the spurious harmo-

nics and extends the stopband till 17.6 GHz with attenua-

tion greater than –23 dB as shown in Figure 7(a).

Figure 7(b) depicts the presence of spurious harmo-

nics at 13.8 and 17.4 GHz for the single notch structure. To

suppress these harmonic points optimized DEU-DGS of

dimensions w1 ¼ 0.2, w2 ¼ 0.5, L1 ¼ 0.96, L2 ¼ 2 and

L3 ¼ 1.6 mm, respectively, are implemented. It is

observed from Figure 7(b) that the stopband extends up

to 18 GHz with depth greater than –26 dB.

The dual notch structure displays presence of

spurious harmonics at 13.4 and 17.5 GHz, as shown in

Figure 7(c). With optimized DEU-DGS of dimensions w1 ¼

0.2, w2 ¼ 0.5, L1 ¼ 0.96, L2 ¼ 2.1 and L3 ¼ 1.6 mm,

respectively, implemented, the stopband is found to sup-

press below –25 dB till 18 GHz causing minimum distor-

tion to the dual passband notches.

The proposed triple notch structure is observed to

possess spurious stopband harmonics at 13.4, 14.4 and

17.2 GHz, as depicted in Figure 7(d). To suppress these

harmonic points DEU-DGS of dimensions w1 ¼ 0.2, w2 ¼

0.5, L1 ¼ 0.96, L2 ¼ 2.1 and L3 ¼ 1.6 mm, respectively,

are implemented which suppress the stopband below –23

dB up to 18 GHz. Also observed is the minimum distortion

to passband notches and other frequency characteristics.

5 Approximate equivalent circuit

In this section the development of approximate lumped

equivalent circuit model for the back-to-back microstrip-

to-CPW-based UWB filter as well as single, dual and

triple notch structures are discussed. To approximate

the lumped element equivalent circuit model of the

UWB filter is complex due to frequency dependent sub-

strate parameters and parasitic coupling.

The lumped equivalent circuit consists of basic

block, namely MMR, whose lumped model is depicted
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Figure 5: (a) Controllable notches for SDGS of width w = 2.3 mm and

folded line length x. (b) Transmission phase characteristics for

single SDGS unit of w = x = 2.3 mm.
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in Figure 8(a). The MMR controls the passband width and

selectivity. MMR is constructed from inductances L4, L5,

L6 and capacitance C4. The series resonator L4, C4 con-

trols the higher passband roll-off, whereas L6 controls the

lower passband selectivity. The passband smoothness is

controlled by L5. The DEU-DGS units, with parallel reso-

nant circuits of L7, C7 and L8, C8 as its equivalent model,

are coupled to the MMR via the coupling capacitor Cc.

The lumped elements are tuned to get circuit response

matching closely with the full-wave EM simulation

response. The optimized values obtained are L4 ¼ 1.87

nH, L5 ¼ 1.16 nH, L6 ¼ 4.11 nH, L7 ¼ 0.074 nH, L8 ¼

0.0409 nH, Cc ¼ 0.7 pF, C4 ¼ 0.076 pF, C7 ¼ 2.158 pF, C8

¼ 2.045 pF. The comparative S parameter response for

full-wave EM and circuit simulation is depicted in

Figure 8(b).

Figure 8(c) presents the equivalent circuit model of

the single notch structure. The SDGS is represented by a

parallel resonator circuit with resonant notch frequency

f0 = 1/2π√(L1C1). For the filter with notch frequency f0 at

6 GHz, the optimized circuit model has parameter

values, L1 ¼ 0.114 nH, L4 ¼ 1.92 nH, L5 ¼ 1.16 nH, L6

¼ 4.32 nH, L7 ¼ 0.0789 nH, L8 ¼ 0.0489 nH, Cc ¼ 0.69

pF, C1 ¼ 6.63 pF, C4 ¼ 0.075 pF, C7 ¼ 1.918 pF, C8 ¼

1.782 pF. Figure 8(d) depicts the comparative full-wave

EM and circuit-simulated S parameter response. The

equivalent circuit model of the multinotch structure

consists of resonant circuits coupled via T-network

(Figure 8(c)) whose parameters (Ls and Cp) are from

eq. (14) as:
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Figure 6: (a) Widened notches centred at 7.15 GHz for three equidimensional SDGS units of w = 2.3 mm and x = 1.8 mm placed equal

distance d apart. (b) Controllable dual notches for three different cases with d = 3 mm. Case (i) x1 = 1.6 mm and x2 = 2.3 mm f1 = 8.4 and f2 =

5.7 GHz, respectively. Case (ii) x1 = 1.4 mm and x2 = 2.2 mm f1 = 8.9 and f2 = 6 GHz, respectively. Case (iii) x1 = 1.3 mm and x2 = 2.1 mm f1 =

9.5 and f2 = 6.2 GHz, respectively. (c) Controllable triple notches for three different cases with d = 3 mm. Case (i) x1 = 1.3 mm, x2 = 1.7 mm

and x3 = 2.3 mm, f1 = 9.5, f2 = 7.5 and f3 = 5.7 GHz, respectively. Case (ii) x1 = 1.25 mm, x2 = 1.65 mm and x3 = 2.2 mm, f1 = 9.8, f2 = 7.7 and f3

= 6 GHz, respectively. Case (iii) x1 = 1.2 mm, x2 = 1.6 mm and x3 = 2.1 mm, f1 = 10.1, f2 = 7.9 and f3 = 6.2 GHz, respectively.

Table 1: Bandwidth (BW) of single SDGS unit = 0.19 GHz.

d (mm) Two SDGS unit BW (GHz) Three SDGS unit BW (GHz)

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
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Cpi ¼ �
1

2πfTiXðiþ 1Þ; i
; i ¼ 1; 2 ð20Þ

Lsi ¼
Xii� Xðiþ 1Þ; i

2πfTi
þ

Li

ðfTi=f0iÞ
2
�1

; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 ð21Þ

Where fT is the transit frequency between resonant notch

frequencies foi and X is the imaginary part of Z parameter

at the transit frequency fT.

The approximate equivalent circuit for the dual notch

structure is shown in Figure 9(a). The extracted circuit

parameters for notch frequencies f01 = 6 and f02 = 8.15

GHz are L1 = 0.114 nH, L2 = 0.2063 nH, L4 = 1.92 nH, L5 =

1.16 nH, L6 = 4.32 nH, L7 = 0.0789 nH, L8 = 0.0489 nH,

Ls1 = 0.979 nH, Ls2 = –0.858 nH, Cc = 0.69 pF, C1 = 6.63

pF, C2 = 1.85 pF, C4 = 0.075 pF, C7 = 1.918 pF, C8 = 1.702

pF, Cp1 = 0.0133 pF. The negative value of inductance

Ls2 is acceptable for circuit modelling as the case coin-

cides with a lumped-element negative elements [14].

Figure 9(b) plots the comparative full-wave EM and cir-

cuit-simulated S parameter response.

The approximate equivalent circuit model of the pro-

posed filter structure with triple notches at f01 = 5.2, f02 =

6.1 and f03 = 8.15 GHz, respectively, is shown in Figure 9

(c). The optimized circuit parameters obtained are L1 =

0.412 nH, L2 = 0.207 nH, L3 = 0.206 nH, L4 = 2 nH, L5 =

1.51 nH, L6 = 4.32 nH, L7 = 0.0408 nH, L8 = 0.0678 nH,

Ls1 = 0.989 nH, Ls2 = –0.822 nH, Ls3 = 0.955 nH, Ls4 = –

0.822 nH, Cc = 0.69 pF, C1 = 2.274 pF, C2 = 3.18 pF, C3 =

0.206 pF, C4 = 0.06805 pF, C7 = 2.448 pF, C8 = 2.15 pF,

Cp1 = 0.00904 pF, Cp2 = 0.00648 pF. The comparative S

parameter response of triple notch structure using full-

wave EM and circuit simulation is as shown in

Figure 9(d).

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 7: S parameter response with and without DEU-DGS for (a) without notch (b) single, (c) dual and (d) triple notch structures.
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Figure 8: (a) Approximate lumped element equivalent circuit model of the microstrip-to-CPW-based UWB filter. (b) Comparative EM and

circuit S parameter characteristics. (c) Approximate lumped element equivalent circuit model for the single notch structure. (d) Comparative

full-wave EM and circuit-simulated frequency characteristics for the single notch structure.
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The comparative S parameter response for all the

structures show difference in S11 achieved by full-wave

simulations and lumped model. Exact modelling of all

the parasitic couplings in the lumped element equivalent

model is a difficult task.

6 Measurement and results

The S parameter and group delay characteristics of the

fabricated filter is measured using Agilent vector net-

work analyser N5230A. The picture of the fabricated

filter is shown in Figure 10(a). The comparative mea-

sured and simulated S parameter responses are shown

in Figure 10(b) and (c). The passband observed is from

2.7 to 10.6 GHz while the upper stopband extends up to

18 GHz with rejection level greater than –26 dB. The

return loss is under –11 dB throughout the passband.

The maximum insertion loss observed in the passband is

–0.3 dB before the first notch, –0.5 dB between first and

second notch, –0.55 dB between second and third notch

and –0.42 dB after the third notch. Three notched bands

of 3 dB fractional bandwidth (FBW) 3.8%, 3.7%, 4.3%,

respectively, and attenuation greater than –13 dB at the

centre notch frequency is observed. The group delay

measured is <0.57 ns in 2–5 GHz, <0.51 ns in 5.5–5.9

GHz, <0.32 ns in 6.44–8 GHz and <0.33 ns in 8.75–10.6

GHz band, as depicted in Figure 10(d). The discrepancy

between measurements and simulations is mainly due

to the fabrication error, finite substrate and reflection

from connectors. The overall size of the proposed filter is

25.26 mm � 11.01 mm.

A comparative study of the proposed structure with

other reported UWB filters with notched band and

extended stopband is presented in Table 2. It is seen

from Table 2 that the structure proposed in this manuscript

is of smaller dimension compared to [3], [5]–[8]. Also the

stopband response is wider and deeper compared to [3]–

[8]. The above features make the filter a useful candidate

for the present-day UWB communication systems.

(a)

(c)
(d)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Picture of the fabricated filter. (b) and (c) Measured and simulated S parameters. (d) Group delay.
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7 Conclusion

A triple notched band UWB filter with simultaneously

extended stopband and flat group delay (variation

<0.25 ns in the passband) is proposed, analysed and

implemented. It was shown that by using SDGS and

DEU-DGS units, notches (single, double and triple with

control over their position, width and number) and simul-

taneously suppressed stopband can be obtained. An

approximate equivalent circuit of the proposed filter is

developed. The frequency characteristics of the measured

filter are in good agreement with full-wave and circuit

simulation.
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Table 2: Comparison with some reported UWB filters with notched band.
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frequency (GHz)/
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Total circuit dimension (λg

@ . GHz)
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